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Hemp is enjoying a worldwide resurgence. This unique book combines a review of the hemp pest

and disease literature published over the past 50 years with up-to-date information on modern

biological control techniques. Each pest and disease organism is presented in the same format,

covering economic impact, geographical and host-plant range, plant symptoms, taxonomic

description, life history, and differential diagnosis. Important cultural, mechanical, biological and

chemical controls are highlighted with charts, illustrations and explicit instructions. Easy-to-use keys

are included for rapid identification of the most common pests. Introductory chapters describe the

general principles of plant protection, requirements for healthy plant growth, and taxonomy of

parasites and pathogens.
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"Spending several years on this project, McPartland et al have produced a useful and beautiful

tome. Their work combines a review of the relevant literature published over the past half century

with modern information on biological control techniques (the 22-page bibliography might be worth

the cost of the book itself to some). Each pest and diseases organism is presented in similar,

encyclopaedia-style format. Entries cover factors like economic impact, geographical and host-plant

range, plant symptoms, taxonomic description, life history, and differential diagnosis. Excellent line

drawings and photographs (including 86 colour plates) complement the information. As well,



introductory chapters describe general principles of plant protection, requirements for healthy plant

growth and the taxonomy of parasites and pathogens. ... Thorough, colourful and engrossing, Hemp

Diseases and Pests is a hemp publishing event. Recommended."--The Hemp Commerce and

Farming Report"Spending several years on this project, McPartland et al have produced a useful

and beautiful tome. Their work combines a review of the relevant literature published over the past

half century with modern information on biological control techniques (the 22-page bibliography

might be worth the cost of the book itself to some). Each pest and diseases organism is presented

in similar, encyclopaedia-style format. Entries cover factors like economic impact, geographical and

host-plant range, plant symptoms, taxonomic description, life history, and differential diagnosis.

Excellent line drawings and photographs (including 86 colour plates) complement the information.

As well, introductory chapters describe general principles of plant protection, requirements for

healthy plant growth and the taxonomy of parasites and pathogens. ... Thorough, colourful and

engrossing, Hemp Diseases and Pests is a hemp publishing event. Recommended." --The Hemp

Commerce & Farming Report

J. M. McPartland is at the University of Vermont, USA.R. C. Clarke is at the International Hemp

Association, The Netherlands.D. P. Watson is at HortaPharm B.V., The Netherlands.

Nice

This book contains all the information that you couldn't find in a Rosenthal or Cervantes book.

Mess w my plants now you lil buggers!Thanks to Sam Skunkman aka David Watson & Robert

Connel Clark for putting this together just for me.

A lot of information. Not your quick read answer book, but an in depth text book encompassing a

HUGE swath of our knowledge regarding, as the title says, hemp diseases and pests. Fear not if

you steer clear of the males and flower your females only, this book cover both ends of the

dioecious scale. Dig deep growers, lets stop toxins our planet and our greenery!

easy to read and understand. shipping was fast . contents are easy to understand. i would tell every

one to get this book. just for good reading



A must have book for any serious hemp grower. Very comprehensive and still very user friendly.I

would not want to garden without this great reference material.

thanks

Hemp diseases and pests An amazing new tome on cannabis cultivation. from CC On-line, by Pete

BradyHere's the perfect recipe for a book about cannabis: use three authors who have spent

decades studying cannabis horticulture, combine them with an international publishing company,

and give them enough resources to create an oversized book with professional citations,

illustrations, and binding.This perfect recipe has produced a gorgeous new book, HEMP DISEASES

AND PESTS - MANAGEMENT AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROL. The authors - Dr. John McPartland,

Robert Connell Clarke, and David Watson - are premier marijuana researchers whose credibility

and breadth of knowledge are legendary.McPartland is a medical doctor, botanist and cannabinoid

researcher. Clarke is the author of two epic texts, MARIJUANA BOTANY and HASHISH!. Watson

runs HortaPharm, the Dutch cannabis breeding consortium supplying specialty cannabis to UK

med-pot research projects conducted by GW Pharmaecuticals.HEMP DISEASES AND PESTS is a

fascinating, practical book, and an upcoming issue of CANNABIS CULTURE will give a more

complete summary of its features. For the purposes of this brief online review, however, I assure

you that this book will significantly increase yield, efficiency and quality for any marijuana grower

who follows its advice.The book includes photos that help growers diagnose dozens of plant

dysfunctions, including enemy insects, mites, mammals, and fungi, environmentally-caused

problems, overwatering, and nutrient deficiencies. It tells growers how to protect their crops using

biocontrols instead of toxic chemicals. It describes ideal soil components, harvesting guidelines, and

curing procedures.Although HEMP DISEASES AND PESTS is not intended as a "grow book" that

focuses on lighting, security, and clandestine techniques, its scope, accuracy and detail make it an

incomparable textbook that every marijuana grower should have. It is interesting and entertaining,

immaculately presented and organized, and features the most innovative and reliable techniques for

keeping your plants healthy and happy.HEMP DISEASES AND PESTS is a large, 251 page,

professional book with a professional price. It's well worth it. When I grew my own marijuana, I was

often puzzled by plant problems. If I'd had this book, I could have easily eliminated those problems.

HEMP DISEASES AND PESTS will likely increase the yield of your garden by at least 50%- if that's

not worth, I don't know what is!
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